
 

 

 

 
 
 

43rd edition of FILO: tribute to the textile art 
 
 
Macrotrend 
 
During a recent conference at Georgetown University an expression was coined (by Christine Lagarde), 
which risks becoming iconic: “the decade of… who knows?”. 
It seems almost impossible to find a more apt metaphor to define the contrast between the historic times we 
have recently lived through and which we know as “the “me” decades” (Tom Wolfe’s copyright) and the one 
which we are living in and to put as counterpart to the self-centred personalism focused on its own navel of 
those years, the dejection of the present day marked by conflict and not infrequently disappointing, where 
uncertainty has become system. 
The macro-economic happenings and the small events of daily life are almost never interconnected in a 
readily recognizable way, but in this case I would say that the dichotomy “years of who knows and years of 
me” amply cover both cases. 
Let us take for example what we define - now not without self satisfaction - “Fashion” and let us try to ask 
ourselves why, for some time when sitting at fashion shows or when looking at specialist magazines, we feel 
a sense of discomfort and impatience at the pervasive lack of inspiration, a great sense of boredom for all 
that “déjà-vu” which expresses itself in “tributes”, “homage”, “re-working” and similar …the 1920’s, ‘50’s, 
‘70’s, ‘80’s between abnormal (Hulk-like) shoulders, great (elephantine) legs, very comme-il-faut little 
dresses (but who was Chanel?), little flowered men (new embarrassed and embarrassing Narcissi), 
transparent soft porn (flower children, free love? Woodstock?).  
Here is the Super Novelty: the New Mediocrity. And the spirit of the time, the famous Zeitgeist, in which 
fashion places itself in the front line, the standard bearer, the forerunner, is none other than this: the New 
Mediocrity. Or the passive stifling sensation of standing in midair, in an atemporal suspension which is not 
very uplifting and even less inspired by what matters little to anybody and is very depressing to many. Not 
very uplifting and even less stimulating. Rather, maybe, stimuli appear not even to be requested. They would 
not be welcome. How could one manage them? 
Starting from these premises it has seemed fair and fitting to make a salutary counter gesture not paying 
attention to phenomena, facts, theories and various not entirely intended and not particularly inspiring 
happenings of taste - salient features of our “years of who knows?”. We have rather focused on our textile 
profession, paying it the attention it deserves. 
An attention particularly deserved by those very rare people, who represent the exception to what has been 
said above. Therefore, let us honour those who in this industrial field still know how to do their work 
competently and intend to continue their activity - in spite of everything - with the productive skill borne of 
experience united with enthusiasm - and give them some idea which might be of use.  
In the industrial textile sector our country, like few others in Europe and elsewhere, has a long, fascinating 
history and we, therefore, think that it cannot be devoid of a future. We are concentrating on the expertise of 
all those who still succeed in representing something “different” in the panorama of mediocrity and who, 
beyond all the considerations of the beautiful that has been lost, the beautiful that must be found again, the 
raging ugliness and ugliness that is to be eliminated all down the line, are convinced that only by adhering to 
the patrimony of experience and applying it to traditional types as well as to the innovative ones and those of 
new technology - it will be possible still in the future to speak of what was properly called TEXTILE ART. 

 



 

 

 

 
 

Textile themes 
 
Cottons 

From semi-glossy mako to a slightly slubby mouliné through a range of opaque and linear yarns or with some tiny twisted 
movements or raindeer or micro knops also mixed with a small percentage of wool, linen or with viscose staple. 
Regardless of the component threads, we look here for the undefined aspects of frosted and melange threads with 
colour effects, twisting of threads with different brightness, a limited presence of a semi-glossy component like viscose 
or, for the more precious types, silk, small irregular effects obtained through the use of plain carded cottons combined 
with slightly raised or knopped wools, presence of space-dyed yarns with fine and plain binding. 
 
Silks 

Rustic types, where the fancy of bourrette and its rustic knops or that of roving with large, very soft slubs and the 
mélange mainly for men’s qualities, are the base for linear schappe silks and twisted patterns, sometimes minimalist, 
sometimes more visible, or waved. 
 
Wools  

Fine, linear and curly wools, patterns barely accentuated in small bouclé and twisting, also with a hint of gloss, slightly 
visible mélange look. Particularly in elegant blends with silk or cotton, we find a small amount of linen for a casual-
elegant appearance, and of glossy viscose. 
Crepe wools for suits and jackets also in a melange interpretation along with thicker qualities for medium and heavy 
weights and for knitwear.  
The fleeces like angora, mohair, cashmere, camel significantly contribute more lightness and more warmth.  
Fleece also for aspects which recall boiled wool, coarse cable yarns and for almost rustic aspects. 
 
Man-made 

When opaque, man-made yarns develop along the line of synthetic/artificial threads with an almost chalky look, from 
opaque, texturized polyester to polyamide and acetate.  
Many versions: from coarse cable yarns down to finer counts through a range of melange aspects for city sportswear in 
an almost informal or “rustic” version here inspired by knopped type and by a compact, short haired chenille. 
When shiny, it is thanks to the presence of viscose, polyamide or trilobated polyester mainly used as a component thread 
of the yarn, acetate, cupro. 
Quality types for elegant casual and city active in which man-made fibres are combined with natural elements. Sobriety 
and performance do not exclude elegance. 
 
Metals 

Coloured “crystal” and opaline white looks. These airy aspects lightened by metal, contrast and accompany the 
traditional metals like silver that almost turns into beige, and gold that here is expressed in dense shades almost like light 
bronze. 
 
Hairiness 

The warmth of wools and fleeces like mohair, alpaca and angora in the warmer and luxury aspects of the qualities with 
raised hair and patterns that are both moderate in the woven and well evident in woven and knitwear. The brightness is 
provided above all by the precious fibres but also by small amounts of glossy viscose. 
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